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i downloaded the build 1303 drivers for this
interface, and to my complete surprise there
was one last thing that i did not know about it.
it wasnt an extra user interface available to the
end user. its a whole extra midi input. i wasnt
expecting that at all. well i tried to find out, and
discovered a lot of interesting things. like rane
arent all that keen to have traktor scratch be a
official endorsed unit in any way. after all
traktor scratch is just one of hundreds of traktor
plugins, and we all know rane arent completely
dismissive of traktor. maybe they would like to
get traktor scratch to be a diy project. as much
as i would like to think otherwise i believe this
interface is only going to go one way. at the
rane connect event held on saturday january
22, 2014, steve macatee, the new director of
new product development, told me in an
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interview in the pr area that they would like to
update the sl-1 scratch live and the sl-1 audio
interface. he said "we are working on it and will
have a new unit released in the near future"
and added "its not a priority project at the
moment, so there is no timeline, it will be
released sometime later in 2014". it is to be
seen in the near future whether rane will be
able to live up to the expectation, but if they
cant do it, then who can, you would have to
keep looking for other options. lets hope we see
the new device from rane soon. rane sl-1
scratch livethis unit is currently compatible with
serato dj mobile, includes all the libraries and
customisability of the dj mobile lite and pro and
offers a second channel for all drives. you can
use this unit as a standalone unit, just like an
sl-1.
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my first recommendation is to make sure you
disable any screensavers or program that

displays task bar icons in the top task bar. after
that, select the name of the sl3 and locate the
option under "properties" which will allow you
to download the drivers. you should have both

the x86 and x64 file that is same as the file that
was sent to you in step 3. since the sl1 drivers
for asio are located on a computer, you will not
be able to move the files from one computer to
another as that means you have the drivers on

two different computers. if you have trouble
with this process you can download the drivers
directly from serato. this link directs you to a

page that will have the correct drivers for your
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computer. this is a page that will install the
drivers regardless of operating system. if you
open the task bar by right clicking in the task

bar and selecting "show all tasks", and navigate
to "programs and features" you can find the
drivers to install. you can now open up the

drivers window and locate the x86 file. right
click the file and select open. once opened,
navigate to the serato folder and follow the

prompts. it will ask you to restart your
computer, and if prompted for a restart, select

restart. this may take a couple of minutes
depending on your computer. once your

computer is restarted you are done! if you did
all that correctly your mixer should now be
working. you will have to save a couple of

things manually but there is no reason you can
not use this in a windows environment. you will
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be prompted for a device name. do not name
this the device name. this will not open up the

mixer if you name this device name. in windows
10 you will be prompted for a location for your
folder. my recommendation is to keep all of the
drivers in the same folder. name the folder the

same name as the mixer and save it in the
folder the same name. this is a folder you can
just drag onto your hard drive to access. this

folder will have all the drivers, an unzip
program and a readme.txt file. 5ec8ef588b
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